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Mucinous colon cancer (MCC) is a distinct form of cancer found in 10-15% of

patients with colorectal cancers and is not sensitive to chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

It differs from adenocarcinoma/ non mucinous colon cancer (NMCC) in terms of

clinical and histopathological characteristics. It has been associated with an inferior

response to treatment compared to adenocarcinoma, and the most common mode of

treatment is through surgical resection. The authors of this research paper report the

formation of the local abscess (the right area of the lumbar spine, right groin, and

lower right abdomen) caused by non-intestinal perforation in three cases of mucinous

ascending adenocarcinoma. The report also includes the potential mechanism of

abscess formation in these three patients with mucinous ascending colon

adenocarcinoma. The authors suggest the importance of colonoscopy in the diagnosis

and treatment of mucinous adenocarcinoma.
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